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Abstract

The reaction rate that is appropriate for magnetized

nonuniform plasma is numerically calculated to investigate the

enhancement of the D-T reaction rate. Spatial separation of the

guiding center distributions of D and T enhances the reaction rate.

Cases of several guiding center configurations are investigated.

The largest enhancement is obtained, when both guiding center

distributions are ^-functions which are separated by a length that

corresponds to the Gamow peak energy. As compared with the case

of no separation of D and T, the maximum enhancing factors obtained

are 2.3 for total reaction rate and 1.6 for local reaction rate.

Cases of the guiding center distributions with finite widths are

also investigated.



§ 1. Introduction

The equilibrium distribution functions for the ionized

particles in a magnetized plasma are known to be the local

Maxwellian around the guiding center . The guiding center

distribution can be taken arbitrarily. Hence strictly speaking,

the usual definition of the reaction rate r=n[.n1.<ov> does not

hold for an inhomogeneous magnetized plasma. Here < >

is the average with respect to the Maxwellian distribution.

Using the local Maxwellian distribution, we will define the local

reaction rate 'by

rtf) = J/dgd5fD(x\£D)fTC5,vT)a(g)g , (1.1)

where a (g)=A/ (yg2/2)exp (-B//igZ/2) 3 ' 5 ' 6-* is the differential cross

section for D-T reaction, A=l.55xlO~2Ocm2kev, B=34.27kev1'2
f

u=mDmT/ (mD+mT) is the reduced mass, and ^= (mj.vn+mTv™.) / (mD+mT)

and g=v-.-v™ are respectively the velocity of the center of mass

and the relative velocity. If we separate the guiding center

distributions of D and T (D-T contact), we will have more head-on

collisions and then an enhancement of the reaction rate. By

taking several distributions of guiding center, we will calculate

the reaction rates and discuss their enhancement. The spatially

total reaction rate over the volume of the system and the local

reaction rate are considered. The former is enhanced to 2.3

times the total reaction rate for the mixture and the latter 1.6

times. Separation by a length corresponding to Gamow peak

7)energy gives a maximum rate. Recently the migma-cell J and

the merging tokamak , analogous to our D-T contact, have been

proposed. In the former the aim is similar to ours, but the

mechanism is different. In the latter case, the situation is



similar but the aim is different,

The total and local reaction rates for a model of an axially

symmetric D-T contact are given in § 2, In § 3, investigations

are made for contact of separated D and T columns. In § 4, cases

of the guiding center distributions with finite widths are

investigated. Concluding remarks are given in 5 5.



§ 2. Axially Symmetric D-T Contact

2,1 Total reaction rate

Here we calculate the total reaction rate

J = //dxr(x), (2.1)

for the cylindrically symmetric distributions of D and T. On the

X-Y plane in the guiding center space, T is assumed to distribute

around the origin and D on a circle of radius R« with its center

at the origin (Fig.l). The magnetic field B is taken along the

z-direction. We will take the Gaussians for the guiding center

distributions of D and T,

R - R
fD(x,vD) = -iL-Wexpl-f^—^)

2}FD(vD) , (2.2)

and

R
fT(x,vT) = -D-Crd^^expf-C—^-)

2}F T(v T) , (2.3)
2 drp

where ri is the total ion number density per unit length in the

z-direction, R^/XJ+YJ, Xj =x+ Cvjy/nj ) , Ŷ -y- (v^/Uj ) , d.. the

width of the guiding center distrioution (normalized to be

fi-, vthj=/2T/mj a n d nj=eB/mj)» Fj t h e Maxwellian

velocity distribution of j species, and W" =

//dXDdYDexp[-{(RD-R0)/dD}
2].

Total reaction rate becomes

J(R) = _s! ̂ _exp(-MR
2)i

4 H(R) IT

MT

+4Msin«()sine/E]xi'(R) , (2.4)



where M=MDM?/{(MD-MT) , M'=M with kD=0, M =m./(mD+mT),

v / T T 3 / 2 P 2 , A ' = A / T , p2=v2/Q2, v 2 = 2 T / p , Q =eB/y . R '=B/ / f" ,

, E = y g 2 / 2 T , dg = g2dgsin9ded<j>, and

H(R) = e x p (
MTR2 /iMTR

E r f (

Erf(x) = - ^ - /£dtexp(-t

= 2 x e x p ( - p 2 ) E r £ ( p 1 ) }

/?p2exp(-8MRsin9sin((>/E){l ± E r £ ( | p 2 | ) } . ( 2 .5 )

We take the sign + in the last term of (2.5) depending on P2?
n

and

M'k,

In the limit kn->-0, eq.(2.4) reduces to

- 2
S

TT/2

0
d9sine

x / dEexp{-(l+4Msin29)E——} In(4M'Rsin9/I) ,
0 /& U

( 2 . 6 )

where 1^ is the 0-th orc'er modified Bessel function, and

Vae limit kT+0 corresponds to M'->M"=MDMT/(MT-MD)
2 in (2.6)



2.2 Local reaction rate and reaction probability

Assuming 6-functions for the guiding center distributions

of D and T, we have for the local reaction rate [1.1)

r(R,f) = ^L- c2 exp{-MDMT(R
2+4r2)}

x / _ ^ i exp(4M M rRcos<f>)/ dg g ^ e x p t - g 2 - — ) ,
0 TT

 u l 0 z g

(2.7)

where g2 = g2+rI^R2 - 2M? (MT-MD) f Rcos<()+ (MT-MD)
 2f 2 ,

C2 = 2Mj,M~A'v /IT ' p and r=r/p . In this case, the number

densities of D and T are

nD(R,r) = -^(Trp
2)"1exp{-MT(R

2
+f

2)}I0(2MTRf) , (2.8)

and

nT(f) = -^— (irp_)" exp(-Mnr ) . (2.9)

We will define the reaction probability by

<ag>A = ! ( R > r ) _ . (2.10)
nD(R,r)nT(r)



2.3 Numerical results and discussions

We will numerically evaluate the total reaction rate (2.6)

and the local reaction probability (2.10). Since the integrands

of [2.6) and (2.10) are broad, we cannot use the

"sattclpunktmethode".

The total reaction rate J(R), given in Fig.2, has a maximum

for certain R that corresponds to the gyro-radius of a triton

with the Gamow peak energv' W =6.6T, ' * (T, ' s fhc kinetic

temperature in kev unit). From this expression the relative

velocities at Gamow peak are given by Sm~-^
>^vtjT anc' ^•^•vthT>

respectively for T.=1.2 and 5. These velocities correspond to

R=3.9 and 3.1, which agree with the results of Fig.2. The

maximum values of J(R)/J(0) are 2.3, 1.7 and 1.6, respectively

for Tj=1.2, 5 and 10. Separation of D and T distributions gives

the increase of relative velocity, which corresponds to an increase

of effective temperature. The reaction cross-section a has

larger derivatives dcr/dE at low energy. Then J(R)/J(0) due to

D-T contact is larger in the lower temperature case (T,=1.2).

It is confirmed that 6-functions for the guiding center

distributions (kn=krp=0) give the largest J(R)/J(0) under the

same physical conditions. This is because the chance of head-on

collision is largest in the case of kD=kT=0. As the width of

the guiding center distribution increases, the given D-T system

approaches to the system of spatially uniform mixture and then

the chance of head-on collision decreases. In Fig.3, the reaction

probability <og>. a r e shown as a function of r=r/p taking

R=Rg/p as a parameter. It can be shown that each curve in Fig.3

has its minimum around r=3R, where the relative velocity becomes



minimum, and that the curves intersect. Larger R corresponds

to larger reaction probability as far as r<3R. Owing to this

fact, the total reaction rate increases with the increase of R.

In Fig.4, value of <cxg>. at r=0 is shown as a function of R.

Next we will consider the relation between the local and the total

reaction rates. The product n^n™ has a maximum at r~R/2,

so that the local reaction rate also becomes maximum. This

maximum value decreases monotonically as R increases, because

n^n™ decreases sharply as R increases. From this, there seems

to be no merit for the local reaction rate r(R,r=R/2). However,

it holds r(3<R<4, f>l)>r(R=0, r>l), where the region 3<R<4

corresponds to the case that gives the maximum for the total

reaction rate. Hence the total reaction rate, which is an

integral of the local reaction rate, is enhanced when



§ 3. Contact of D and T Columns

3.1 Local reaction rate

We will take the distribution functions for D and T

and

fT(x,vT) = -5- 6(XT-X0)<SCYT)FT(vT) . (3.2)

Since the guiding centers of D and T are located at the points,

X=±Xj, and Y=0, D and T columns are in contact in real space.

For the total reaction rate, we obtain the same expression as

(2.6) with kD=k=0 and R/2 replaced by X=XQ/p . For the local

reaction rate at x=y=0 we have

r(X) = JL_ c I dg g^expt-g - — ) , (3.3)
4 0 z g

2 2-2where g =g +X , Number densities n. for j=D and T at x=y=0 are

(3.4)

The reaction probability for the present case is given by

<ag>B=r(X)/nD(X)nT(X).



'.2 Numerical results and discussions

Roth the axially symmetric n-T contact (treated in 5 21

and the contact of separated n and T columns (nrescnt section)

give the si'me total reaction rate when we put R/2=X. Cullision

between a triton, at the center of a circle of radius R (!•' i g. I ] ,

and a dcutcron at a point A on the circle is COIIIP 1 e t e 1 *-' equivalent

to the collision between the triton and ;i deuteron at some oth-r

point B on tSe circle. As Tar as II-T reaction concerns, the

above two collisions are independent. So even if we bring the

deuteron on the point B to the point A together, the total number

of collisions does not change. Then the case of distributed

deuterons on the circle is equivalent to the case of concentrated

deuterons on a point, which is the present case of columns.

The local reaction probability (5.4) and the local reaction

rate (3.3) for T, =5 are shown in Fig.4 and 5 respectively.

As X increases,i.e., as D and T columns separate, the reaction

probability <a°>n increases and the local reaction rate r(X)
D

has a peak. The reaction probability < 0 g >
B is less than <°g >

A

at r=0 in the cylindrical case. However, in the present case,

the local reaction rate is enhanced because the number densities

of D and T decrease more moderately than in the cylindrical case

as X or R increases. The maximum enhancement is 1.6 times

the usual mixture at 2X=10 for T,=5.

10



§ 4, Contact of D and T Slabs

In the preceding sections, we have investigated the case of

5-function distributions of D and T guiding centers. Here

we will study the cases of the guiding center distributions

with finite widths.

The guiding centers are assumed to exist on a sheet at Y=0.

Then D and T distribute in slab-like geometry. We will consider

three cases (C)-(E), of which guiding center distributions N(X)

are given in Fig.b. In the z-direction, infinity and homogeneity

are assumed. The distribution functions and the expressions of

the local reaction rates at x=y=0 calculated with use of them

are given in Table 1 and 2. In Figs.7 (a) and 7(b), numerical

results rr, r_ and rc are presented for T, =5 and 20, respectively,
L u c K

and for B=lWb/m2. The width L is normalized by L^l/KTET^p ,

which is the gyro-radius of a particle with the reduced mass v,

gyrating with the Gamow energy ' W =6.6T,' . To increase

the width L, keeping the number density of the guiding centers

at X=0 constant, corresponds to the increase of the total

number of the guiding centers.

For both temperature cases, it follows that r <r <rE.

This is reasonable, since in the model (E) the number of

head-on collision between D and T is the largest. As L

increases infinitely, the graphs of rr and r approaches to the

dotted lines, which corresponds to the case of uniform D T

mixture, and rp saturates. The rate r_ has a broad maximum

around L/Z^Lp. Other two cases (C) and (E) give no maxima,

as it should. Though the absolute values of the reaction rates

are smaller in low temperature case (5kev), the ratios r_/r

and f_/rp are larger as seen in Fig,8. Since the reaction

21



cross-section is a steep increasing function of energy in low

energy region and as the width L increases, the distribution f

is broadened, the product fag, hence the reaction rate, is more

enhanced at lower temperature when L increases. The ratios

rn/rp and r_/Tp becomes 5.5 and 7.4, respectively, at L/L--1.S

for Tk=5.

If the guiding centers distribute uniformly in the

Y-direction, the inequality r '<r '<r ' also holds. Here

primes mean corresponding reaction rates to the cases (C)-(E).

As shown in Fig.8, ratios v'/r~' and r '/r~' decrease as

compared with r_/r« and r^/r^. This is because the system

approaches to three dimensional uniform one, by extending

the sheet distribution at Y=0 uniformly into Y-direction.

We have also investigated the cases (D) and (D') in

decret sing L, originally taken larger than L,,, keeping the total

number f the guiding centers constant. The reaction rate r_

has a maximum near L^L,, which is analogous to the case of

6-function distribution (Fig.5). And rn' approaches to

the limiting value r~ in the limit of L->«>, as it should.

12



§ 5. Concluding Remarks

We have considered the enhancement of the reaction rate

by D-T contact in strong magnetic field. The reaction rate is

mainly determined by the area around Gamow peak in energy space.

Therefore, our purpose has been to seek the guiding center

profiles that result in a large fraction of particles having

energy near Gamow peak. The guiding centers of colliding

particles should be separated. The separation must be optimum

when it corresponds to Gamow peak energy. From this physical

picture, we have proposed the D-T contact for the enhancement

of the reaction rate.

In the axially symmetric case in §2, the total reaction

rate has increased 1.7 times that of the usual mixture for T,=5.

The local reaction probability has been remarkably enhanced.

However, here we must note that the number densities of D and T

sharply decrease in D-T contact. In §3, the contact of D and T

columns has been investigated. The total reaction rate has given

the same expression as that in the axially symmetric case.

The local reaction probability has also been remarkably enhanced

and we have obtained an enhancing factor 1.6 for the local

reaction rate when T,=5. This is in contrast to the result of §2.

It is because the number densities of D and T have decreased

moderately.

In §4, the local reaction rate r,,, r., and rp have been

treated in the cases that the guiding center distributions of D

and T have finite widths in the X-direction and form a sheet

in the Y-direction. In §4, the number densities of D and T

of all the models (C)- (E) are taken to be the same at the

position where we have estimated the local reaction rates,

13



which is different from §2 and §3. A comparison has heen made

between rp and r . In case (E), only the head-on collisions

occur. Case (C) corresponds to a uniform mixture. The ratio

Tp/rj-, has become 7.4 for T,=5. However one should notice that

the contact of D and T columns (the case of 6-function) gives

larger reaction rate than the case (E), if the total number of

the guiding centers is the same.

Our D-T contact can be realized without external source such

as T.C.T.9'10-1 .
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Figure Captions

Fig.l The guiding center region (upper), and the number

densities of D and T (lower), for the axially symmetric

D-T contact.

Fig.2 The total reaction rates J(R) normalized by J(0) as

a function of R=Rn/p . Temperatures, T,=1.2, 5 and 10

are used as parameters. The widths of the guiding

center distribi'tions of D and T are taken as kp=k =0.

Fig.3 For the axially symmetric D-T contact the local reaction

probability <o-g>,(R,r) normalized by <ag>.(0,0)=

2.8x10" cm*sec" as a function of f = r/p .

Temperature 1, =5 and parameter is R=Rn/p .

Fig.4 For the axially symmetric D-T contact, log[<ag>.(R)/

<ag>.(0)] at r=0 as a function of R and for the contact

of D and T columns, log[<ag>B(X)/<ag>g (0)] at x=y=0

(dotted line) as a function of X. Temperature T,=5
-jo T _ 1

and <ag>A(0)=<ag>B(0)=2.8xl0 °cm sec .

Fig.5 For the contact of D and T columns, the local reaction

rate at x=y=0, r(X), normalized by r(0), as a function
of X=Xn/p . Temperature T,=5 and r(0)=(n /4)x9.5x10 °

u y K

cm sec

Fig.6 The guiding center distributions of D and T for the

cases (C)-(E) as a function of X.

Fig.7 The local reaction rates r(L)/(n /4) at x=y=0 as a

function of L=L/L for T,=S(a) and 20(b) for the cases

(C)-(E).

Fig.8 Ratios rD/r , r /r r, r '/r ' and r '/r ' as a function

of L=L/L/,. Solid curves show r-,/r,, and r_'/r '
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while dotted ones rr,/r(- and rn'//rr'1 Left ordinate is

used for r~/v~ and Tp/r,,. Right for r.'/r-1 and r..'/r~'

Temperatures T,=S and 20 are taken.

Table 1 Distribution functions of D and T and the local reaction

rates at x=y=0 for the cases (C) - (E) .

Table 2 Notations in Table 1.
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Table 1

(C): f -_il_6CY.)F. (v.)
J 2 J 3 j

for |X.[<L/2, j=D and T

n2

-^-g 2:

(MT-MD)L

(D):
2 L

f T= XT) &

for |X.|<L/2

— c 4 • /dGy /dgz /dg^; x
4 ° ° -/MDMT(1-MDMT)G^

.-1/2.

/FT L L l

(E): fj=n6(Yj)Fj(vj) for

-L/2<XT<0

-2.
M?L MDL

(g y) +/d g yH 4(g y) +/d g yH 5(g y)



Table 2

c , = »
2=(—^) 2^g 7

2 , L=L/p,

H (g )=Er£{-t- _!i-Ct-g )}+Erf{
i y T . »< y

H2Cgy)=Erf{-l- L ^ L
1 y 2 \| M T

2 Nl

M y
L g )

2 1̂ M y

E r f {

H (g ) = E r f { - i -
4 y 2

1
H (g ) = E r f ( J -

5 y
J )

2 N M
 y

g )
2 •i M y

=-^-/ dtexp(-t2)
/F 0

F1(gy",G ") =
g " M
X

" M - M

^RJ:) b4=-l/2MT/l+M2


